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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall consider the Cauchy problem for functional 
differential equations (FDEs) (for a simplicity, CP( 1) or CP(f, 6, cp)) 
where f: 52 + E, 52 c ( - co, co) x 99, is uniformly continuous. Here E is a 
Banach space with norm 1. IE, and g is an abstract phase space satisfying 
the fundamental axioms (see Section 1) introduced by Hale and Kato [6] 
(also refer to [8, 173). 
The purpose of this paper is to establish an existence theorem of solu- 
tions for CP(l) and Kamke’s theorem in FDEs. It is well known that the 
compactness condition which is described by means of the measure of non- 
compactness intrdoduced by Kuratowski is useful in showing the existence 
of solutions for ordinary and functional differential equations in Banach 
spaces (cf. [l, 3, 4, 10, 12, 13, 241). We note that these results on the 
existence of solutions are closely related to the property of the phase spaces 
Eand,%=C([--r,O],E),O<r<a. 
In this paper, we shall prove an existence theorem of solutions for CP(l) 
under the condition: 
a-(~, m G U(t, ao) for every bounded set B c 33. (2) 
Here a( - ) stands for Kuratowski’s measure of noncompactness (for brevity, 
a-measure) and U(t, s) is a Kamke-type function (for the definition, see 
Section 2) satisfying some uniqueness condition. Our result (Theorem 2.4) 
is an extension of the one (except for the compactness of the set of solu- 
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tions) obtained by Szyfla [24] for ordinary differential equations (ODES). 
When U(t, s) is nondecreasing in s, another result has been obtained in 
[Zl, Theorem 3.11. To prove our result, in Section 1 we shall show proper- 
ties of the u-measure on the phase space g. In particular, the main result 
(Theorem 1.12) in Section 1 is important in considering the compactness of 
a subset Hc C( [a, b], g), that is, Ascoli-Arzela’s theorem, and plays an 
essential role in this paper. 
To treat physical phenomena through mathematical models, the 
approximate procedure is a natural and important concept. Therefore, 
Kamke’s theorem gives a fundamental result in ODES and in FDEs. In 
the case where E is a finite dimensional space, the theorem has been 
established in [S, 7, 9, 16, 18, 231. In the case where E is an infinite 
dimensional space, the theorem is also shown in ODES and in FDEs with 
the phase space g = C( [ -r, 01, E), 0 < r < co, under the local Lipschitz 
condition (cf. [2, 111). However, Kamke’s theorem is not yet established 
under the condition concerning the a-measure even for ODES. In Section 3, 
we shall give Kamke’s theorem under the conditions in Theorem 2.4 by 
combining Rybakowski’s idea [ 163 and Theorem 1.12. 
1. PROPERTIES OF THE M-MEASURE ON THE PHASE SPACE W 
In this section we shall present some properties of the a-measure on the 
phase space %?, which is a fundamental tool in showing the existence of 
solutions to CP( 1). Let R ~ = ( - co, 01, R + = [0, co), and R = ( - co, co). 
(1) Phase space a. First of all, we shall explain the phase space W 
employed throughout this paper. Let a = S?l(R -, E) be a linear space of 
functions mapping R - into E with semi-norm 1. iI. So far as there is no 
fear of confusion, we denote various kinds of norms and semi-norms by the 
same symbol 1.1. If x: (-m,a+a)+E, O<a<co, then for any 
te(--az,u+a), we define x,: R- -+E by x,(f?)=x(t+Q, PER-. 
Throughout this paper we assume that the following axioms on the phase 
space %Y are always satisfied: 
(B,) If x: (-co,a+a)-,Eis continuous on [a,cr+a) and x,,E$ 
then x, E W for all t E [a, r~ + a) and X, is continuous in t E [a, 0 + a). 
(B,) There exists a continuous function K(t) > 0 and a locally 
bounded function M(t) 2 0 such that 
Ixtlg ~K(t-a)sup{lx(s)l~Iu~S~f}+M(t-~) 1X,(& 
for t E [o, c + a) and x having the properties in (B i ). 
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(B3) There exists a constant L 20 such that Iv(O G L (‘~1~ for all 
cpE&? 
(BJ The quotient space &’ = &!$‘/I. 1 p is a Banach space. 
Sometimes, we will use the following notations in this paper: K, = 
sup,,,,,K(t) and ~(cP, r)= {+~a1 Iv-tilra <r>. 
Now, we show examples of the phase space 9 which were given in 
[6, 171. For other examples refer to [8, 193. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let WY%;, y E R, be the space of continuous functions cp: 
R- -+ E having a limit lim, _ _ m e@q(8) with the norm 1~1 vy = 
supBGR- eye Ip(0)lE. Then K(t)=sup-,G,G,eye, M(t)=ePY*, and L=l. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Let, for any y E R +, 
yy={q:Rp +Elcpismeasurableon(-co, -r], 
continuous on [ -I-, 01, and I rpl gy -C cc }, 
where O<r<oo and 
l’pI.Yy = -,“;,4, Iw)lE+Jym eyB IdWEd@ 
. . 
Then K(t)= 1 +f”, eYBde, M(t)=max{~,(t),e-Y’}, x,(t)=0 for t>r, 
x?(t) = 1 for t < r, and L = 1. 
(2) Properties of the a-measure. We shall consider the properties of the 
a-measure on a semi-nromed space. Let Y be a linear space with a semi- 
norm 1. I ,,, and let the quotient space Y= Y/l. I y be a Banach space. For 
a bounded set Q of Y. the a-measure of 52 is defined as follows: 
a(Q) = inf(d > 0 j Q has a finite over of diameter < d). 
Hereafter, we will use the same notation a for Kuratowski’s measure of 
noncompactness in any linear and semi-normed space whose quotient 
space is a Banach space. 
The following result shows the relationship between the a-measures in Y 
and Y, which is easily verified. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let i: Y-+ P be a natural embedding. 
(1) Zf Q is a bounded subset of Y, then a(Q) = a(i(f2)). 
(2) If o is a bounded subset of E, then a(i-‘(o))=a(o). 
Denote by Y(x”, r) the open ball centered at x0 E Y and of radius r > 0, 
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and denote by N the set of all the positive integers. Using Lemma 1.3, we 
have the usual properties of the a-measure (cf. [lo] for Banach spaces). 
LEMMA 1.4. Let A and B be bounded subsets of Y. 
(i) cr(A),<2d ifsupxEA 1x1 y ,<d, and a(A),<dia A. 
(ii) a(A) <m(B) if A c B. 
(iii) a(A) = a(c1 A), where cl A denotes the closure of A. 
(iv) a(A) = 0 if and only if cl A is compact. 
(v) a(lA)= 1111 a(A), PER, where iA= (Rxlx~Aj. 
(vi) a(A u B) = max{a(A), a(B)} and a(A + B) < a(A) + a(B), 
where A + B = {x + y ( x E A, y E B}. In particular, if B is relatively compact, 
then a(A + B) = a(A). 
set 5 (;;vin VA = {x(s)) and B= {Y(S)), w h ere s runs through a parameter 
> 
(viii) a(A) = a(Conv A), where Conv A is the convex hull of A. 
(ix) la(A) - a( 6 a(Y(0, 1)) D(A, B), where D(A, B) = 
max(d(A, B), d(B, A)), d(A, B)=inf(r>OIAcU,.. Y(x,r)f. 
(3) Properties of the a-measure on the phase space &I. Denote by 
C( [a, b], Y) the space of all the continuous functions from an interval 
[a, b] to Y with supremum norm I . I c. Let % be a set of functions x from 
(-a~,a+a), O<a<oo, to E such that x,E&I and x is continuous on 
[a, G + a). To state the lemma below, we use the following notations: 
Z-(t)= (x(t)EElx&-t^), f.l-, = {x, E.@lXEX} for te [o,a+a) 
and 
where cr < c < d < G + a and x I [c, d] stands for the restriction of x to 
[c, d]. The following lemma can be proved by the same method as in [21, 
Theorem 2.11, 
LEMMA 1.5. If ?& and X I [a, t], t E [a, o + a), are bounded sets in @ and 
C( [CT, t], E), respectively, then 
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In particular, if X 1 [o, t] is an equicontinuous subset of C( [a, t], E), then 
the above inequality is reduced to 
+,a(fE(t))da(%“t)<K(t-o) sup a(.%(s))+M(t-a)a(%O). (1.1) 
o<s<t 
If T: Y + Y is continuous and takes bounded sets into bounded sets, and 
if there is a rc > 0 such tat a( TB) < rca(B) for all bounded sets B c Y, we 
define 
a(T) = inf{ Ic E R + 1 a( TB) < Ica( B) for all bounded sets B c Y}. 
Define linear operators S(t): g -+ W, t > 0, by 
Cs(t)cpl(e) = ;;;; @ 
{ 
if t+B<O 
if t + 8 20. 
(1.2) 
Then it is clear that a(S( t)) d 11 S(t) 11, where I/ S(t) 11 = 
sup{lS(t)cp I I Id G 1 >Y and that a(S(t)B) < a(S(t)) a(B) for every bounded 
set Bc 33. In the same manner as in [14, 151, we can define p and w  as 
follows: 
B= lim log a(s(t)) = inf log W(t)) 
t-m t I>0 t 
t-cc t f>O t . 
Then we have -co<B<w<co (cf. [15]). 
Now, we introduce quantities j?, and /I, as follows: 
fi, = lim sup a(s(t)) - 1 
t-o+ t 
and 
By = lim sup Ils(t)ll - ‘, 
r-o+ t 
The above quantity By which arises in connection with the uniqueness of 
solutions for CP(1) was first considered by the author [22]. It is easy to 
see that /?<o<py and /I<jI, <p,. 
Remark 1.6. Suppose, in addition to Axioms (B, )-(B4), the following 
axiom is satisfied: 
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(B,) All constant functions belong to 9% 
If E is infinite dimensional, then 0 < /I, G /I,. 
Throughout this paper we assume that - cc c B,, and fl, < co. In general, 
though it is usually dillicult to find the exact value of /?,, the estimate for 
By is possible (see [22]). 
As a special case, we shall consider a property of the a-measure concer- 
ned with the phase space %‘? stated in Example 1.1. Denote by BC(Z, E) the 
space of all the bounded continuous functions x: I+ E, Zc R, with 
supremum norm. For a function x: (-co, a+a] + E, define xy: 
( - co, g + a] + E, y E R, by x?(s) := eySx(s), s E (-co, u + a]. Denote by .!P 
the set of the functions xy for all x E 3. Since the following result is easily 
verified, the proof is omitted. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. If 3Yt is a bounded subset of 2$&,, then 
(e~Y’Xu)l (-co, t] is a bounded subset of BC(( -co, t], E) and a(%,)= 
cl{(e~yfXy)I (-co, t]} = e-Y’C((XYI (- 00, t]). In particular, if TO is 
relatively compact in %Ty and if X 1 [a, t] is a bounded subset of C( [a, t], E), 
then 3, and fly 1 [a, t] are bounded subsets of %Ty and C( [a, t], E), respec- 
tively, and 
tl(?X,) = e-Y’ct(!Zy 1 [cr, t]). 
Furthermore, if 5? 1 [a, t] is equicontinuous, then 
a(%“,) = eeYt sup e’“cr(%(s)). 
a<s<r 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let 93 = WY,, y E R. 
(1) 
IIs(t)ll = 
{ 
tyt 
if yb0 
if y<o. 
(2) Zf dim E< CO, then 
ct(S(t)) = M(t) = eCY’. 
(3) Zf dim E= 00, then 
4S(t)) = Ils(t)ll. 
Proof (1) It is not difficult to show a proof of (1) (cf. [22, Exam- 
ple 2.21). 
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(2) Let a be a fixed positive number and let %! be a subset of 
W={x: R+Elx is continuous on R, x(t)=0 for all 
t~(--co, -a], a>O, x(t)=x(O) for all teR+ and 
Ixol’g, G 1). 
Assume the family 4 1 [ --a, 0] is not an equicontinuous subset in 
C([-a,O],E). Define a mapping h: W’~[-a,0]+~~[-u,0] by 
h(u)(s) := e-%(s) for all SE [--a, 01. Since h is continuous and 
a(% ( [-a, 01) > 0, we have cr(‘J&,) = a(W 1 [--a, 01) > 0 by Proposition 1.7. 
By Proposition 1.7 again, we can easily obtain 
ct(S(t)420) = ~r(%~‘,) = eC%(4P I [--a, t]). 
Since E is of finite dimensional space, WI [0, t] is a compact subset of 
C( [0, t], E). Thus we have a(W I [--a, t]) = u.(4?F’I C-u, 0]), which implies 
that a(S(t)%,,)=e-%(?&,). By Lemma 1.5 and Example 1.1, we have 
as required. 
(3) Let y 2 0. Clearly, the phase space qy satisfies Axiom (B5). 
Denote by V, -Y c %$, the set of all the constant functions cp from R - to 
E with JcpI Wg, < 1. Since E is of infinite dimensional space, we have cr(V) > 
(l/L) a(V(O))>O by Lemma 1.5. Thus we can easily obtain a(S(t)) = 
1 = 11 S(t)ll. Let y < 0. Let 4! be as in the proof of (2). Since E is of infinite 
dimensional space, we may assume that the set % I [ --a, 0] c 
C( [ --a, 01, E) is bounded and equicontinuous and CI(@ I [ --a, 01) > 0. 
Clearly, e0 c sy and @(?I&) > 0. Thus, by Proposition 1.7, we have 
a(S(t)S!o) = a(%,) = eCyr sup e’“a(%(s)) 
-aCs<* 
=e -y’ max( sup e%(@(s)), sup e%(%(s))} 
-a<390 O<SCf 
=e -yl max{ sup e’“fx(%(s)), a(@(O))} 
--a<SSO 
=e -Yl sup e%(@(s)) = e-Y’cr(%o), 
--o<S<O 
which yields that 
a(s(t)@0) 
a(@0) 
= eey’ < a(S(t)) < IlS(t)ll = eCy’, 
as required. 
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EXAMPLE 1.9. Let SAY = C( [ -r, 01, E), 0 d r < co. Then we have 
a(S(t)) = l\S(t)ll = 1, and hence /I, = fl, = 0. 
EXAMPLE 1.10. Let Z8=qY. Then By =0 if y>O while fly= -y if y<O. 
In case dim E = co, we have /I, = /?” and in case dim E < co, we have 
B, = --Y. 
EXAMPLE 1.11. LetB=Y7.ThenwehaveO</?,<P,<l. 
Let d + and D + denote the right-hand upper derivative and the right- 
hand derivative, respectively. 
We now state the main result in this section, which plays an essential 
role throughout this paper. 
THEOREM 1.12. Let V= {y”~5Y[nnE}. Suppose that -Y-l [o,o+a) is 
equicontinuous on [a, o + a) and that there is an at most countable subset r,, 
of [a, a+a) such that (D, y”)(t) exists for all t E [o, a+a)\r,. Set 
“k([c,d]\T)={(D+y”)(t)~Ely”~^lr and tE[c,d]\T}, where a< 
c<d<a+a, and L’=U,“=lr,. fl ^y; is a bounded set in 98 and if 
?( [ t, t + h]\T) is a bounded set in E for a sufficiently small h > 0, o < 
t<t+h<o+a, then 
D + a(%) G W) h liy+ a(@( Cc t + hl\O) + B,a(K;) 
for tE [ct, o+a). 
(1.3) 
Moreover if a(V(t)) is absolutely continuous on [o, o + y] for every 
y E [0, a), then 
I I- da(z(t)) Ghliy+ a(Q([t, t+h]\T)) for au. tE(o, o+a). (1.4) 
Proof: Clearly, r is the at most countable subset of [a, u + a). Since 
(y”(t+h)-y”(t)In~~}chclConv{(D+y”)(s)~s~[t,t+h]\~}, h>O 
(cf. [lo, Theorem 1.3.1]), we have, by Lemma 1.4, 
a((y”(t+h)-y”(t)InE~))~ha(~([t, t+h]\T)). (1.5) 
From (1.1) Lemma 1.4(vi), and the definition of a(S(t)) it follows that 
a(K+h) Ga({.C+h -S(h)y:lnEN))+a((S(h)y:InE~)) 
<Nh) SUP a({y"(s)--y"(t)InE~})+a(S(h))a(-Y;). 
t<s<r+h 
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In view of (1.5) the above inequality is reduced to 
d%/;+h) G K(h) hwm f + hl\O) + 4W)) d-y;), 
which yields that 
(1.6) 
Letting h + 0 + in the above inequality, we have the relation (1.3). 
Next, by (1.5) and Lemma 1.4(vii), we have 
i la(Wt + h)) - a(v(t))l d a(@lCt, l+ hl\U), 
which yields (1.4) because a(V(t)) is absolutely continuous on [o, G + 71. 
Thus the proof is complete. 
2. LOCAL EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we shall show the existence theorem of solutions for 
CP( 1) under condition (2). To do this, we start with the following lemma 
which is important for showing the properties of approximate solutions for 
CP( 1). The proof is omitted since it is quite immediate. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let ?Z! be a subset of 57 such that x in % is H-Lipschitzian 
on [a,a+y], O<y<a; that is, Ix(t)-x(s)[<HIt--sl for t, SE[Q,(T+~] 
and for all x E %. Let +Y be the family of functions y defined by 
y(t)=x(t)-x(a) for t>f~ and y(t)=0 for t<a, 
where x runs through &. If O&o c W is relatively compact, then the following 
results hold: 
(i) y,, ~E+Y, is K,H-Lipschitzian on [o, o + 71. 
(ii) x,, xE%!!, is equicontinuous on [a, a+y]. 
(iii) a(%(r)) = a(C!V(t)) and a(&(t)) is 2H-Lipschitzian on [o, a + 71. 
(iv) a(%<) = a(SYr) and a(%,) is 2K,H-Lipschitzian on [o, a + y]. 
Now, we shall construct approximate solutions for CP( 1) on 
(-co,u+y]. Set t,,j =a+ j(y/n) for j=O, 1, . . . . n, and define r,(t)= t,,jp, 
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for t~(t,,~-~, z,,~] and forj= 1, . . . . n. Define approximate solutions x”(t), 
no N, on (-co, o+y] for CP(l) by the method of Euler-Cauchy 
polygons; that is, 
x”(t) = 
1 
x”(Tn(t)) + (f - T,(t)) f(Tn(t), X,&J for tE(t,,j-l, ln,jl 
cp(t-a) for t~(-co,01 
successively for j = 1, 2, . . . . n. If they are well defined, then x”(t) satisfies the 
relation: 
x”(t) = 
i 
do) + Jt f(Q), qcs,) ds for t~(a,a+y] 
9(t-g) for t~(--co,@]. 
(2.1) 
The above sequence {x”(t)} has the following properties. 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume that f: [o, o + a] x a(9, r) + E, 0 < a < co, is a 
continuous function such that 1 f 1 < H on [a, 0 + a] x W(9, r). Let 6, be a 
positive number such that IS(t)9 - 91 < r/2 for t E [0, S,], and let y = 
min{ a, r/2K,H, S,}. Then the above sequence {x”(t)} is well defined on 
(- co, a + y], and satisfies the following properties: 
(1) {x”(t)} is H-Lipschitzian on [a, a + y]. 
(2) {x7} is equicontinuous on [a, a + y]. 
(3) (D + x”)(f) = f(T,(t), x&) for t E Cc, 0 + 7). 
(4) If f is uniformly continuous, then for any E>O there exist an 
NO(v) E N and a 6(z) > 0 such that 
Ix”(s)-x”(t)-(s-t) f(t,xY)l <E It-sl, 
whenever n > N,,(E) and It - s[ < 8(v), t, s E [o, a + y). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let f: [o, a + a] x B(9, r) + E be untformly continuous and 
assume that all the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2 are satisfied. Let {x”(t)}, 
defined on (-a, a+~], be the approximate sequence given by (2.1). If 
(x”(t)> converges to a function x(t) uniformly on [a, a+y], then x(t) is a 
solution of CP( 1). 
The proofs of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 can be easily proved by using 
standard arguments (cf. [ 10, Theorem 2.3.2 and Lemma 2.6.11). So we 
omit the proofs. 
Hereafter, for the approximate soiutions xn(t), n E N, defined by (2.1), 
we set 
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A function o: (a, 0 + a] x [0, r] + R is said to be a Kamke-type 
function if the following conditions hold: 
(1) w( t, s) is Lebesgue measurable in r for each fixed s E [0, r] and is 
continuous in s for U.U. 2 15 (a, u + a]. 
(2) There exists a function m, defined on (a, G + a] and locally 
integrable there, such that Iw(t, s)l <m(t) for U.U. t E (6, G + a] and all 
s E [O, r]. 
For example, we can take o(t,s)=s/(t-u) and m(t)=u/(t-a) 
(Nagumo-type function). 
We are now in a position to prove the main theorem in this section. 
THEOREM 2.4. Assume that 
(1) f: [o,o+u]x@(rp,r)+E, O<u<co, is a uniformly continuous 
function such that IfI < H on [o, r~ + a] x B(~I, r); 
(2) there exists a Kumke-type function U(t, s): (a, (r + a] x 
[0,2r] + R+ such that 
a(f(t, W) G WC a(B)) (2.2) 
for aa. t E (a, IT + a] and all B c W(p, r); 
(3) u(t) E 0 is the unique ubsoiutely continuous function satisfying the 
condition (D+u)(o)=u(a)=O, where (D+u)(a)=lim,,,+,u(t)/(t-o), 
and the scalar differential equation 
du 
;=K(O) U(t, u(t))+/?,u(t), u.e.. (2.3) 
Then CP( 1) has a solution x(t) existing on J( = [a, o + y] ), where y is us 
in Lemma 2.2. 
Proof Let {x”} be the sequence given in Lemma 2.2. By virtue of 
Lemma 2.3 it is sufficient to show that there exists a subsequence of {x”} 
which converges uniformly on J. Set zk(t) = a(%:), k E N, t E .I, and z(t) = 
z’(t). Then zk(t) =z(t) for all k~ N since Xi\Xf is a finite set. We claim 
that z(t) is absolutely continuous on J since it is 2K,H-Lipschitzian by 
Lemma 2.1 and assumption (1). Since $“( [t, t + h]) c f(J(h, k), 3T&kj), 
where J(h, k) = [7,Jt), t + h] and .?I%$,~) = UrEJ(,+) Xf, we have 
@%Ct, t+hl))~a(fMh, k), Tt^k,c,,,,)). 
Combining (1.3) and (2.4), we obtain 
(2.4) 
q G K(O) hliT+ a(f(J(h, k), S$&) + p&t), u.e.. (2.5) 
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By Lemma 2.2 the sequence {x:> is equicontinuous on J. Thus by this fact, 
Lemma 1.4(ix), and the uniform continuity off, we have, for any s>O, 
0 < a(f(J(k k), ~$ch,kj)) - a(f(C -C)) < 6 (2.6) 
provided h is sufficiently small and k is sufficiently large. Thus inequality 
(2.5) is reduced to 
q< K(0) a(f(t, Xf)) + fl,zk(r) + K(O)E, a.e.. 
Furthermore, by assumption (2) we get 
T<K(O) U(t,zk(t))+fi,zk(t)+K(0)~, a.e.. 
Since zk(t) = z(t) for all k E N, zk(t) in the above inequality is replaced by 
z(t). Hence, letting E + 0 + , we have 
y<K(O) U(t,z(t))+/~?~z(t), a.e.. 
On the other hand, from (1.6), (2.4), and (2.6), we can easily obtain 
z(t + h) < M(h) a(f(t, Xf)) + a(S(h)) z(t) + hK(h)~, 
and hence z(a+ h)<hK(h)s, which implies that (D’z)(a)=O. Thus by 
Lemma 4.1 in [ 223 and assumption (3), we have z(t) = 0 on J. This proves 
that a(X’ 1 J) = 0, and so Xk 1 J is relatively compact in C(J, E). Thus there 
exists a subsequence of Xk 1 J which converges uniformly on J, because of 
Ascoli-Arzela’s theorem. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.4 is an extension of Szyfla’s result [24] (except for the com- 
pactness of the set of solutions) for ODES. 
Remark 2.5. It is unknown whether the uniform continuity of f in 
CP(l) (even for ODES) can be replaced by the continuity (cf. [3, 
pp. 1561571). 
Remark 2.6. Using Lemma 1.5 in place of Theorem 1.12, the differen- 
tial equation (2.3) in Theorem 2.4 can be replaced by 
du 
;= U(t, K(t-a) u(t)) a.e., 
provided U( t, s) is nondecreasing in s (cf. [21, Corollary 3.11). 
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Theorem 2.4 is more useful than the result of Remark 2.6 from the point 
of view of the global existence of solutions to CP(1). Indeed, let the map- 
ping f: R x L# + E in CP( 1) be expressed as follows: f = fi + f2. Assume 
that 
(1) For every point (to, cpO) E R x g, f is uniformly continuous on 
[to - a, t, + a] x %?(cpO, r) for some positive numbers a and r and 
IAt, $)IE 6 M 1$1@ for all (t, I,+) E R x %Y and for some positive number M, 
(2) IfJt, cP1)-fi(t,cPz)lE~(lllt-~-log21) JR -(P& for vl, 
cpz EL@ and for t>a; and 
(3) fi is a compact operator. 
Then (2.3) and (2.7) are reduced to the equations 
du 1 
z=- ) t _ a _ log 4 u(t) + &u(t), 
and 
du K(t-a) 
z=Jt-o-log2~ u(t), 
K(t)=2-e-‘, 
(2.8) 
respectively. Using (2.8), we can easily show the global existence of solu- 
tions to CP( 1). Since K(log 2) = 4 in (2.9), the condition in Remark 2.6 is 
not satisfied at t = 0 + log 2, so that the global existence of solutions to 
CP( 1) is not guaranteed (cf. [20,21]). 
3. KAMKE'S THEOREM 
In this section we shall show Kamke’s theorem under the conditions con- 
cerned with the a-measure. A family qE (resp. !&) of functions u mapping 
an interval Z, into E (resp. L#) is said to be uniformly equicontinuous if for 
every E > 0 there exists a 6 >O such that [u(t) - u(s)1 <E whenever 
It - sl < 6, t, s E Z,, and u E aE (resp. $&). First of all, we have the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let 3’ be a family of functions x*: (-co, z,) + E, nE 
N v {0}, such that x” is continuous on [a,,, t,), -co < a,, < z,, and xt. E W. 
Then the following results hold: 
(1) Zf {x” ( [an, z,) IX” E a} is uniformly equicontinuous and r= 
{x:. EWIX”E%“} is relatively compact in 643, then ([“I [a,,, t,)ljn(t)=x: 
for t E [a,,, 7”) and x” E a} is uniformly equicontinuous, provided {z, - a,,} 
is bounded or K, M: R - -+ R + in (B2) are bounded. 
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(2) O-0, + 00, 7, + 70, x;, + go ~93 and sup{]x”(t)-x’(t)] Is(n)< 
t < d} -+ 0 us n -+ 00 for eoery dE (a,, to), where s(n) = max(a,, a}, then 
[“(s(n)) + c”(oo) us n -+ co and sup{ /i”(t) - i’(t)] Is(n) < t < d} + 0 us 
n + 00 for eoery de (oo, zo), where [” is us in (1). 
For a proof refer to [7]. 
In the case where E is an infinite dimensional space, it is most important 
in the proof of Kamke’s theorem to show the compactness of the sequence 
{xy } c g, where x” is a solution of CP(f”, g,,, cp,). We will get a sufficient 
condition for it in Theorem 3.2. To formulate Theorem 3.2, we make the 
following hypothesis on the mapping f: Q + E, Q c R x 98. 
Hypothesis A. For every point (7, II/) E a, there exist positive numbers 
a, r and a Kamke-type function U(t, s): (5, 5 + a] x [0, 2r] -+ R + satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(1) [7-a, 7+a] xZiT($, r)cQ. 
(2) f is uniformly continuous and bounded on [T-U, 7 + a] x 
g(*, r). 
(3) cr(f(t, B)) G U(t, U.(B)) for U.U. t E (7, 7 + a] and every subset 
B = g(G, r). 
(4) u(t) = 0 is the unique absolutely continuous function satisfying 
the condition (D+u)(r) = u(7) =0 and Eq. (2.3). 
Now, we formulate Kamke’s theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Letf”: 52 + E, n E N, be a continuous function, where Q is 
an open subset of R x SY’, and let x”: (-co, 7,) + E be a noncontinuable 
solution of CP(f”, o,, cp”), a, E (- 00, tn). 
Assume that 
(1) for every point (7, $)~51, CP(f”, 7, rl/) has a solution; 
(2) f satisfies Hypothesis A; 
(3) If {fn>n. N is untformly bounded on a closed bounded set F of Q, 
then 
d{f’Yf, Il/)-f(t, $)I(& ICI)EF, n>k))+O us k+oo; 
(4) cf?n, N converges to the function f untformly on every compact 
subset of 0; and 
(5) a,+aundcp”+cpusn-+oo and(a,cp)EQ. 
Then there exists a subsequence {x”(~)} of {x”} and a noncontinuable solu- 
tion x, defined on (- co, t), of CP(f, a, cp) such that the following conditions 
hold: 
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(i) z < lim inf,, m A”. 
(ii) IXnci) - XI [s(n(i)),d] :=sup{Ix”“‘(t)-x(t)&s(n(i))<t<d} tends co 
zero as i -+ co for every de (a, z), where s(n) = max{a, a,}. 
Proof The proof will be divided into two parts as follows. 
Step 1. We shall show that there exist a subsequence {n(i)}iG N, a 
positive number y, and a solution x of CP( 1) such that 
Ix nw - xl Cs(n(i)) d, --f 0 as n + co for every de (a, 0 + y ). Put B, = 
sup{ If”(o,, cp”)l 1 n E fV>. Then from Lemma 3.1 and assumptions in 
Theorem 3.2 it is not dufficult to show that for every B > B,, there exists 
a y>O such that 
(i) [en, [T, + y] c [en, 7,) and l.?“(t)1 6 B on [e,, on +y] for all 
HEN and 
(ii) D = cl U,“= N0 ( (t, x:) I cm 6 t < on + y } is a closed bounded set in 
R x g for a sufficiently large N, (cf. [7] ). 
If we set 
i 
xyo, + t) - q”(O) 
Y(t)= o 
for O<tdy 
for t<O, 
then we have, by Lemma 2.1 and the above assertion (i), 
Iv”(~)-v”(~)l GB It-4 and Iv:-Y:I GK,B If-4 
for all t, SE [IO, y]; that is, {y”} in C([O, y], E) and (c’} in C( [0, y], .!8) 
are uniformly bounded and uniformly equicontinuous, where c”(t) = y: for 
tE co, Yl. 
Now, we shall show the compactness of the section {c”(t)} of {t;“} at 
t~[O,y].Set Yk={yn:(-co,y]+Elnak},andifk=l, wedenoteitby 
Y. Then, we must show that a( Y,) = 0 on [0, y]. We may assume that the 
set D is contained in the domain stated in Hypothesis A at (a, rp) for a 
sufficiently small y. Thus f is uniformly continuous and bounded on the 
closed bounded set D. 
For t, t + h E [0, y], we have, by Lemma 1.4, 
a(P[t, t+h])=cr((f”(s+ a,,S(s)cp”+y:)IsECt,f+hl,n~k}) 
d a( (&f-b + on, S(s)~p”+y:)lsE[t,t+hl,n~k}) 
+4u-Ys+~m ww+Y:) 
--f(s+o,,S(s)cp”+y:)lsE[t,t+h],n~k)). (3.1) 
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From assumption (3) it follows that for any E > 0, 
a({f”(s+o,,S(s)rp”+y:)-f(s+a,,S(s)cp”+y~)lsECt,t+hl,n~k}) 
~a(Cf”(s,~)-f(s,~)I(S,~)ED,n~k})<E/2K(O), (3.2) 
provided k is sufliciently large. Furthermore, by the same argument as the 
one used to derive (2.6), we have 
a((f(s+a,,S(s)cp”+y:)Is~Ct,t+hl,n~k)) 
<a({f(l+c S(t)cp”+y:)In~k})+&/2K(O), (3.3) 
provided k is sufficiently large and h is sufficiently small. Therefore, from 
(3.2) and (3.3) Relation (3.1) is reduced to 
~4~~Ct, t+hlKa({f(t+a, S(t)cp”+y:)In~k})+~/K(O). 
Thus, in view of Theorem 1.12, we have 
< K(O) 4 {f(t + 0, S(t)@’ + Y:, In 2 k}) + B,d Y:, + E, 
which yields that 
~+~(Y,)~~(O)~({S(~+~,~(~)cp”+~:)l~~1))+D,~(Yt). (3.4) 
Put z(t) = a( Y,) and w(t) = a( Y(f)) for t E [0, y]. Then, by assumption (5) 
and Lemma1.5, we have ~({S(t)cp”ln~N})=O for t~[O,y] and hence, 
from Lemma 1.4(vi) we can find 
Using this fact, Rleation (3.4) Lemma 2.1, and Hypothesis A, we can 
obtain 
y<K(O) U(t+a,z(t))+/?,z(t) ae.. 
It is easy to show that (D +z)(O) = z(0) = 0. Therefore, from Lemma 4.1 in 
[22] and condition (4) in Hypothesis A it follows that z(t) = 0 on [0, y], 
which yields that w(t) E 0 on [0, y] by Lemma 1.5. Thus, taking a sub- 
sequence if necessary, we can assume the sequence {y”(t)} converges to a 
function y(t) uniformly on [0, y]. Since {cp”} converges to the function cp 
as n + cc in W, we have q”(O) + ~(0) as n + co by (B3). Thus if we put 
x(r+a)= y(r)+cp(O) on [O, y], then x”(t+~~)+x(r+rr) as n-r 00 
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uniformly on [0, y]. It is not difficult to show that Ix~-xI~~(~),~, +O as 
II -+ co for every de (a, (T + y). Thus, by Lemma 3.1, we can easily prove 
that the limit function x is a solution of CP(f, g‘, cp) existing on 
(-=ba+rl. 
Step 2. We shall show that there exists a subsequence (x”(‘)}~, wI of 
{x”} and a noncontinuable solution x of CP(f, cr, cp) such that conditions 
(i) and (ii) in Theorem 3.2 hold. Let 9 be a collection of all the solutions 
x, defined on Z, = (- co, r,), such that conditions (i) and (ii) with r = r, 
in Theorem 3.2 hold for some subsequence {r~(i)}~. wI. Claim that x in S 
is not necessarily a noncontinuable solution. Then it is obvious that 9 is 
a nonempty set by Step 1. Now, define an order relation d in 9 in the 
standard manner; that is, x < y for x, y E S if Z, c Z, and x(t) = y(t) on Z,. 
From the standard argument, we can easily see that 9 is an inductive 
ordered set. Therefore there exists a maximal element x in 9 by Zorn’s 
lemma. 
To complete the proof, we need to show that the maximal element x in 
9 is a noncontinuable solution of CP(f, c, cp). Let x be defined on 
( - co, 7). Suppose x is continuable to the right of r. Then (t, x,) converges 
to a point (r, @) as t + r - 0 and (T, $) lies in the open set Q. Using this 
fact and Lemma 3.1, we can choose a subsequence (n(i)}iE N and an 
increasing sequence {r(~)}~. wi such that r(i) + r -0, 1x$,‘-+I +O as 
i + co and that Ixnci) - xl Cs(n(ijj,r(ij, < l/i. By repeating the same argument 
as in the proof of Step 1 and by taking a subsequence if necessary, we see 
that there exist positive numbers r and B, and a solution E of CZ’(J; r, I,+) 
such that the solution xnci) of CP(f”“‘, z(i), x$,‘) is well defined on 
(-co, z(i) + r] for ie N and li”“‘(t)l <B, on [z(i), z(i) + r] for all ie N 
and that Ix~(~) - fil Cr,dl + 0 as i + cc for every de [T, T + r). We note 
t=max{r(i),r} here. Put w(t)=x(t) if te(-m,T), while w(t)=G(t) if 
t E [r, r + r). Clerly, the function w  is a solution of CP(f, 6, cp). Moreover, 
we have, for every d E [z, z + r), 
Ix n(i) _ wI Cs(n(i)),dl 
1 
< max 7, IX"(') - WI Cr(i),rj 3 IX”(‘) - WI [r,d] 
1 
< max 
{ 
f, B, It - z(i)1 + Ix”(‘)(z(i)) - w(r)1 
+ IW - wb)I [r(i),rlp Ixnci)- WI [r,d] 
1 
-0 as i+m, 
which implies that w  is in 9. Consequently, we have x < w, x # w, which 
is a contradiction. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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Remark 3.3. Assumption (3) in Theorem 3.2 can be replaced as follows: 
(3’) ff (B,, x;“) + (B, Ic/) as n + 00 for some (/?, $)~a, then 
a({f”(t,x:)-f(t,~:)lBn<t<P~+h,n>k}) 
+O as k+oo 
for a sufficiently small h > 0. 
We note that condition (3’) is weaker than condition (3). 
COROLLARY 3.4. Assumption (3) and (4) in Theorem 3.2 can be replaced 
by the following assumption: 
(4’) {fn} converges to the function f untformly on every closed bounded 
set of 52. 
Proof Clearly, it follows from assumption (4’) that {fn} is uniformly 
bounded on every closed bounded set of Q. Thus we have, for every closed 
bounded set Fc 52, 
cl 
(,I 
u UYt, +)-f(t, ti))ln>k 
(Lti)EF I> 
d 2 sup sup If”(t, II/) -f(t, till. 
n>k (I,@)EF 
By Theorem 3.2, the proof of the corollary is completed. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let E = R”. Let f”: Sz + R”, n E N, be a continuous 
function, where Sz is an open subset of RX 98, and x” is a noncontinuable 
solution of CP(f”, on, cp”) existing on (- 00, r,), -CO co,, <z,. Assume 
that 
(1) f: 52 -+ R” is a continuous function; 
(2) Lf%dY converges to the function f untformly on every compact 
subset of l2; 
(3) a,+crandcp”+cpasn+oo and(a,cp)EQ. 
Then the conclusion of Theorem 3.2 remains valid. 
Remark 3.6. Corollary 3.5 was given by Kato [9]. The method of 
proof of Step 2 in Theorem 3.2 is essentially based on the idea due to 
Rybakowski [ 161. 
Remark 3.1. Though Theorem 3.2 is based on Theorem 2.4 which 
guarantees the existence of a solution, we can also obtain a similar results 
based on the one stated in Remark 2.6. 
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